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CONTACT THAT CAN KILL: ORDERS OF PROTECTION, CALLER ID SPOOFING AND DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

Gabriella Sneeringer*

One in four women will experience domestic violence at some point in their lifetime.1 Domestic violence, also labeled “intimate partner violence,”2 is a prolific problem across the globe, transcending race, gender, and socio-economic status. The United States Department of Justice defines domestic violence as “a pattern of abusive behavior… that is used by one partner to gain or maintain power and control over another intimate partner.”3 The underlying issue is the abuser’s need to exercise power and control.4 There is a common misconception that domestic violence is limited to physical abuse. While violence can be a component of an abusive relationship, it is the broader power and control dynamic which prevails:

The battering relationship is not about conflict between two people; rather, it is about one person exercising power and control over the other. Battering is a pattern of verbal and physical abuse, but the batterer’s behavior can take many forms. Common manifestations of that behavior include imposing economic or financial restrictions, enforcing physical and emotional isolation, repeatedly invading the victim’s privacy, supervising the victim’s behavior, terminating support from family or friends, threatening violence toward the victim,

* J.D., May 2015, Chicago-Kent College of Law, Illinois Institute of Technology. The author would like to thank Michael Morris and her family and friends for their continual love, support, and encouragement. A special thanks goes to the Cook County State’s Attorney’s Maiesha Baptiste, Sharday Shelby, and Brendon Stark for all their guidance and for assigning a research project about phone calls and orders of protection which became the inspiration for this Note. Lastly, the author dedicates this Note to all those who have been affected by domestic violence.


2. Domestic violence occurring within the “context of an intimate relationship” is also referred to as intimate partner violence. Tjaden & Thoennes, supra note 1. This article uses the term domestic violence, but the focus is on domestic violence within intimate relationships.


threatening suicide, getting the victim addicted to drugs or alcohol, and physically or sexually assaulting the victim.\(^5\)

In domestic violence relationships, one partner will use a range of "physical, sexual, emotional, economic, [and] psychological actions" as a way to "intimidate, manipulate, humiliate, isolate, frighten, terrorize, coerce, threaten, blame, hurt, injure or wound" the other.\(^6\) The abuser's goal is to claim superiority and dominion over the victim.\(^7\) Non-physical abusive behaviors typically manifest before any physical violence and may be the only forms of abuse inflicted in these types of relationships; yet physical violence continues to be the dominant image associated with domestic violence.\(^8\) An understanding of the actual characteristics of domestic violence is essential in order to provide effective legal redress and to attempt to end the cycle of violence.

One of the legal actions that victims of domestic violence may pursue is obtaining an order of protection.\(^9\) An order of protection is a court order that can require an abuser to physically stay away from a victim, as well as prohibit contact of any kind.\(^10\) Pursuant to the Illinois Domestic Violence Act (IDVA) enacted in 1986, domestic abuse victims in Illinois can petition for both criminal and civil orders of protection, which allow victims to receive a variety of remedies.\(^11\) The protective orders granted under the IDVA address both the physical violence and non-physical abuse encountered in domestic violence relationships.

By prohibiting all kinds of abusive behaviors, orders of protection can enable victims to regain control and power over their lives; however, this empowerment is often short-lived. Abusers frequently violate orders of protection, perpetuating the power and control they have over their victim.\(^12\) According to one study, 60% of the women interviewed reported that their abusers violated the orders of protec-

---

6. Id.
7. Id.
10. Id.
12. See King-Ries, supra note 4, at 135 (explaining that abusers are characterized by their actions to “ignore, undermine, violate, or undervalue the autonomy of the victim” and that they do not “appreciate or respect the victim’s physical or emotional boundaries.”).
tion within the first year.13 Today, abusers have increasingly begun to use technology to easily circumvent orders of protection, especially telephone technology.14

Abusers have used telephone technology to contact, harass, monitor, and stalk victims.15 "Caller ID spoofing"16 is a particularly problematic telephone technology used by abusers. Caller ID spoofing technology allows a person to change the number and/or name that is displayed on the receiving phone’s caller ID, thereby concealing the identification of the caller.17 It is extremely difficult to trace phone calls placed by caller ID spoofing.18 When an abuser uses caller ID spoofing to contact a victim in violation of an order of protection, the victim and prosecutor are left without the necessary evidence to prove the violation occurred. Violations committed with this technology often go unenforced and unprosecuted. Thus, while victims may be able to escape the physical abuse, they are not always able to escape the psychological and emotional abuse perpetuated through caller ID spoofing.

Part of the problem is that the criminal justice system fails to recognize the ways in which abusers use phones to violate orders of protection, and that these are legitimate violations under the law to be prosecuted. This Note defends the thesis that the Illinois criminal justice system is not adequately addressing and prosecuting violations of orders of protection involving telephone technologies in light of the purposes of the Illinois Domestic Violence Act. This is a result of the criminal justice system’s lack of knowledge about caller ID spoofing and failure to recognize abusers’ use of caller ID spoofing. In turn, this results in a failure to adequately investigate and respond to violations committed with caller ID spoofing. This Note also defends the thesis that in order to better protect victims of domestic violence across the nation, all caller ID spoofing technology should be banned.

Part I of this note discusses the history and background of domestic violence, orders of protection and the Illinois Domestic Violence Act.

15. Id. at 402.
17. Id.
This section explains the importance of protective orders in the battle against domestic violence and the issues surrounding violations of these orders. Part II concentrates on the recent phenomena of caller ID spoofing and its connection to violations of orders of protection. Part III argues that using the Illinois Domestic Violence Act as intended by the legislature allows the judicial system to prosecute violations of orders of protection committed with caller ID spoofing. This section proposes procedures to address the evidentiary problems connected with phone spoofing during investigation and prosecution of violations of orders of protection. Part III also examines the federal and state legislative solutions that have been enacted to address caller ID spoofing, and their shortcomings in addressing the problem. This Note concludes with a call for the complete ban of caller ID spoofing technology and services.

I. DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AND ORDERS OF PROTECTION

American history is shadowed by an extensive account of societal and legal tolerance of domestic violence. Common law recognized a husband’s right to punish or chastise his wife "so long as he did not inflict permanent injury upon her."\(^{19}\) The widely recognized "rule of thumb" allowed a man to beat his wife with an object as long as it was not thicker than a thumb.\(^{20}\) This was defended on the grounds that husbands could legally be held liable for their wives’ conduct.\(^{21}\) Thus, if a husband was legally responsible for his wife’s actions, the law reasoned that he should be able to use whatever means necessary to control her.\(^{22}\) Moreover, it was believed that the state should not interfere with this right.\(^{23}\)

The practice of condoning spousal abuse continued into the nineteenth century. For example, Bradley v. State, decided in 1824, supported the right of chastisement.\(^{24}\) In Bradley, the Supreme Court of Mississippi considered whether assault and battery against one’s wife

---

21. Id. at 1157–58.
23. Id.
24. SCHNEIDER ET AL., supra note 9, at 15–16.
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was a crime.25 The court began by stating that “unlimited license” of a husband’s right to beat his wife was not acceptable.26 However, the court argued that the right of “domestic discipline” could be maintained by narrowing the right with the concept of moderation.27 Therefore, the court held that husbands should be permitted to “exercise the right of moderate chastisement, in cases of great emergency, and use salutary restraints in every case of misbehavior.”28 Even though the court in Bradley placed limitations on the right of chastisement, it never defined what counted as moderate chastisement or cases of great emergency.

By the latter half of the nineteenth century, courts slowly stopped enforcing the right of chastisement.29 In 1871, Alabama and Massachusetts denounced the principle that beating one’s wife was legally justified.30 Likewise, Bradley was effectively overruled in 1894 by Harris v. State in which the court stated that the right of a husband to chastise his wife had “long been utterly repudiated” in criminal courts.31 However, despite the rejection of chastisement by the legal system, little was done to actually protect battered wives. The courts simply traded in the policy of condoning spousal abuse for a policy favoring domestic privacy.32 For instance, in 1874, the North Carolina Supreme Court stated in dicta that domestic situations were better handled in private unless permanent injury was inflicted.33 Preserving the privacy of a marital relationship became a justification for effectively granting abusers legal immunity.34 It was not until 1920 that “wife-beating” became illegal in all states.35 Even though this type of violence had become illegal, court protection of married couples’ privacy continued to prevent any intervention.36

25. Id. at 15.
26. Id.
27. Id.
28. Id. at 16.
29. Siegel, supra note 19, at 2129.
31. Harris v. State, 14 So. 266, 266 (1894); SCHNEIDER ET AL., supra note 9, at 16.
34. Siegel, supra note 19, at 2169–70.
35. Mordini, supra note 30, at 307.
36. Truss, supra note 20, at 1157–60.
Marital privacy influenced the criminal justice system’s approach to domestic violence well into the twentieth century as domestic relations courts were created to handle domestic abuse through dispute resolution and mediation rather than criminal prosecution. This new court system served to decriminalize domestic violence and encouraged women from filing charges against their abusive husbands. The supposed goal was to encourage couples to reconcile and repair their relationships.

Eventually, thanks in part to the feminist movement, the criminal justice system began to help victims of domestic violence by issuing orders of protection. In the beginning, however, access to orders of protection was limited because they were typically only granted in conjunction with criminal cases, which did not include domestic violence. If there was no pending criminal case, as was often the case, victims could attempt to petition for civil orders of protection through divorce courts, but they were rarely granted. The difficulty in obtaining orders of protection caused feminists and women’s rights advocates to demand legislative change that would broaden access to protective orders. Thus, beginning in the mid-1970s, states began adopting laws that gave all judges within their respective jurisdictions the authority to grant orders of protection. And by 1994, every state had passed some form of legislation that made civil orders of protection a viable option for domestic violence victims.

Opening access to orders of protection was an important first step in protecting victims of domestic violence. For example, orders of protection help shield victims against immediate physical violence. But more significantly, orders of protection are tools facilitating an end to the power and control cycle of abuse. The power and control cycle is the “pattern of physical violence” combined with “psychological, eco-

37. Siegel, supra note 19, at 2169–70.
38. Id. at 2170.
39. Id.
41. Id.
42. Sack, supra note 22, at 1667.
44. Smith, supra note 40, at 100.
nomic, sexual, and other abusive acts” associated with domestic violence relationships.45

In 1984, the staff at the Domestic Abuse Intervention Project developed the “Power and Control Wheel” as a way to illustrate this power and control dynamic intertwined in a domestic violence relationship.46 The “Power and Control Wheel” describes some of the behaviors abusers use for the purpose of “obtaining and maintaining power and control,” including, but not limited to: “intimidation; emotional abuse; isolation; minimization, denial, and blaming; using the children against the victim; use of male privilege; economic abuse; and coercion and threats.”47 For example, economic abuse involves making a victim financially dependent on the abuser by withholding access to money and prohibiting the victim from obtaining employment.48 The abuser might inflict emotional abuse by “‘[u]ndermining a [victim’s] sense of self-worth’” through repeated insults and demeaning criticism.49 Psychological abuse includes threats of “physical harm to self, partner or children,” as well as “mind games or forcing isolation from friends [and] family.”50 These behaviors create a power imbalance enabling an abuser to exert control over all areas of the victim’s life, “including sexuality; material necessities; relations with family, children, and friends; and work.”51

The complex dynamic of a domestic violence relationship is one of the reasons victims are unable to leave the abusive situation.52 Thus, one of the most important functions of orders of protection is breaking this chain of power and control by allowing the victim to escape the debilitating abusive behaviors. Orders of protection create a protective barrier between victims and the abuse by placing limitations on abusive behaviors, such as prohibiting physical and non-physical contact with the victim.53 Moreover, orders of protection reset the power im-

48. Johnson, supra note 45, at 1120.
49. Id. at 1121.
50. Id.
51. Id. at 1121–22.
balance in domestic violence relationships by transferring power and control back into the hands of the victim.\(^5^4\) Simply petitioning for an order of protection empowers victims because it allows them to gain a sense of control over the situation and their lives.\(^5^5\) Victims are able to exercise their own power and control by choosing from a variety of remedies that orders of protection allow and to place restraints on their abusers.\(^5^6\)

\section*{A. The Illinois Domestic Violence Act and Orders of Protection}

In 1978, the Illinois Coalition Against Domestic Violence formed with the purpose of attacking the domestic violence problem in Illinois.\(^5^7\) It helped push the legislature towards enacting the Illinois Domestic Violence Act (IDVA) as a means of providing protection and remedies to domestic violence victims.\(^5^8\) The IDVA is located both in Chapter 750 of the Illinois Compiled Statutes and in criminal statutes, and it allows for the issuance of both criminal and civil orders of protection.\(^5^9\)

The orders of protection granted by the IDVA offer a wide array of remedies such as protection against abuse, harassment and interference with personal liberty.\(^6^0\) One available remedy requires abusers “to stay away from the victim, the victim’s household, and the victim’s place of school or employment.”\(^6^1\) Additionally, the orders can restrict abusers from contacting victims in any manner, as the “stay away” provision prohibits both physical and non-physical contact.\(^6^2\) The prohibition of non-physical contact encompasses both direct and indirect communications, “including but not limited to telephone calls, mail, email, faxes and written notes.”\(^6^3\)

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Id. at 238.
\item Brenner, \textit{supra} note 52, at 317–18.
\item Id.
\item 750 ILL. COMP. STAT. 60/214(b)(1) (West 2013).
\item Simon, \textit{supra} note 11, at 721; see 750 ILL. COMP. STAT. 60/214(b)(1)(B)(3).
\item 750 ILL. COMP. STAT. 60/103(14.5).
\item Id.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
The remedies proscribed by the IDVA can be useful in protecting against both the physical and non-physical abuse present in domestic violence relationships. Prohibiting harassment and non-physical contact alleviates emotional abuse inflicted by abusers. Likewise, prohibiting interference with personal liberty addresses the dynamics of power and control. Interference with personal liberty is a “means of committing or threatening physical abuse, harassment, intimidation or willful deprivation so as to compel another to engage in conduct from which she or he has the right to abstain or to refrain from conduct in which she or he has a right to engage.” Thus, the IDVA specifically prohibits the wide range of physical and non-physical abusive behaviors most often used to control victims.

While these protective orders help address the dynamics of domestic violence relationships, abusers often undermine the benefits of orders by continuing with the prohibited behaviors. Studies show that at least 50% of orders of protection are violated within the first two years. The IDVA makes a violation of any civil or criminal order of protection a criminal offense in the State of Illinois. Unfortunately, proper enforcement and prosecution of violations is a continuing problem.

B. Violations of Orders of Protection

A violation of an order of protection is a crime, but redress through the justice system is not always a guarantee. The IDVA provides extensive details and policies for enforcement of orders of protection. For example, police officers can arrest an abuser for a violation without a warrant. However, violations are still under-enforced. For example, in Chicago, Illinois, only 41% of violations reported in 2003 resulted in an arrest; of those arrests, only 62% result-

64. See Joy M. Bingham, Note, Protecting Victims By Working Around the System and Within the System: Statutory Protection for Emotional Abuse in the Domestic Violence Context, 81 N.D. L. REV. 837, 839 n.11 (2005) (referencing the IDVA as a statute which uses harassment as an attempt to protect against emotional abuse).
66. 750 ILL. COMP. STAT. 60/103(9).
68. 725 ILL. COMP. STAT. 5/112A-23 (West 2013).
69. 750 ILL. COMP. STAT. 60/301-304; 725 ILL. COMP. STAT. 5/112A-26 to 112A-30.
70. 750 ILL. COMP. STAT. 60/301, 725 ILL. COMP. STAT. 5/112A-26.
ed in the filing of criminal charges; and of the 62% of the charges filed, 70% of the cases were dismissed.\textsuperscript{71}

Proper enforcement and prosecution of violations is crucial to the efficacy of protective orders. When abusers violate orders of protection, the control and order victims have regained is threatened. Violations of orders of protection are in themselves a product of the abusers own attempt to regain control over the victim. The most dangerous time for a victim of domestic violence is when the victim leaves the abuser, which is usually after the victim obtains an order of protection.\textsuperscript{72} Leaving the relationship increases the likelihood of physical violence and homicide.\textsuperscript{73}

The violence that occurs after a victim leaves the abusive relationship is known as “retribution assault,” in which [an abuser] attacks the victim as punishment for leaving.\textsuperscript{74} This has also been defined as “separation assault” because it is a type of attack occurring once the victim decides to separate or actually separates from the abuser.\textsuperscript{75} These types of assaults relate back to the abuser’s desired control over the victim.\textsuperscript{76} When victims leave and obtain protective orders, increased violence and homicide occur as a result of the loss of control felt by the abusers.\textsuperscript{77} In the attempt to regain control, abusers violate orders of protection; the acts that violate the orders are manifestations of obsessive behaviors toward the victims such as stalking and are indicative of an increased likelihood of violence.\textsuperscript{78} For example, one


\textsuperscript{72} Amanda Hitt & Lynn McLain, Stop the Killing: Potential Courtroom Use of a Questionnaire that Predicts the Likelihood that a Victim of Intimate Partner Violence will be Murdered by Her Partner, 24 Wis. J. Gender & Soc'y 277, 280 (2009) (explaining that victims legally separate from abusers by obtaining orders of protection).

\textsuperscript{73} Protective Order Violations- Stalking in Disguise?, SOURCE (Fall 2004), http://www.victims.org/docs/protective-order-violations.pdf?sfvrsn=2.


\textsuperscript{76} Id. at 65.

\textsuperscript{77} Id.

\textsuperscript{78} Margaret E. Johnson, Balancing Liberty, Dignity, and Safety: The Impact of Domestic Violence Lethality Screening, 32 Cardozo L. Rev. 519, 580 n.106 (2010).
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study found that "more than half of the men who killed their spouses did so when the partners were separated." 79

Violations that are not prosecuted pose a risk to victims because it means the violations are not being recorded for lethality (or risk) assessment. Lethality assessments were designed by researchers as screening tools to predict the likelihood of violence. 80 They calculate the potential of lethality in domestic violence situations based on different factors including stalking and separation from the abuser. 81 Violations of orders of protection are a factor in the lethality assessment. 82 In fact, violations of orders of protection present such a risk (in part because violations occur in conjunction with other risk factors such as stalking, threats, and harassment) that GPS monitoring programs have been implemented to monitor offenders based on the results of their lethality assessment. 83 The GPS devices track offenders' locations using satellite technology to ensure that they do not come near victims. 84

On the suggestion of a domestic violence victim, the Illinois Legislature passed a law, effective in 2009, authorizing courts to order GPS monitoring for domestic violence offenders. 85 The victim, Cindy Bischof, had obtained an order of protection against her ex-boyfriend, Michael Giroux, after he began threatening and harassing her. 86 Giroux repeatedly violated the order of protection, and Bischof pressed charges each time. 87 Every time she came to court, Bischof brought a list of ways the criminal justice system could further protect her, including a request to have Giroux ordered to carry a GPS monitoring system. 88

80. Hitt & McLain, supra note 72, at 283.
81. Id. at 283–84.
85. Id. at 845–46.
87. Id.
88. Scholl, supra note 84.
The last violation Giroux committed was on March 7, 2008, when he showed up at Bischof’s office.89 Giroux fatally shot Bischof outside of her office before turning the gun on himself.90 Bischof’s death prompted the Illinois Legislature to adopt the “Cindy Bischof Law” authorizing GPS monitoring devices for abusers who violate orders of protection.91 The law authorizes courts to conduct lethality/risk assessments to determine which offenders should be placed on GPS monitoring.92 The assessment includes looking at whether the offender has committed any previous violations.93 Therefore, proper enforcement of protective orders and prosecution of violations are essential for the violations to be considered in the lethality assessments.

The lack of proper enforcement and prosecutions is most prevalent when abusers use technology.94 Technological advancements occur so quickly that the criminal justice system often is unable to keep up.95 When violations committed with use of technology go unaddressed and are not prosecuted, the violations do not get included in the lethality assessment. Contemporarily, abusers have increasingly begun using technological advancements, such as caller ID spoofing, as a way to circumvent orders of protection and to stalk and harass their victims.96 This is troubling, especially in the domestic violence context, as “more than fifty-nine percent of female stalking victims (and thirty percent of male stalking victims) are stalked by a [current or former] intimate partner, and of those women, more than eighty-one percent were physically assaulted by the person stalking them.”97 Moreover, stalking is a precursor to more dangerous behavior.98 Studies of domestic violence homicides indicate that stalking and harassment precede 76% of homicides and 85% of attempted homicides.99 As Part II of this Note will show, caller ID spoofing technology greatly enhances abusers ability to stalk and harass victims.

89. Id.
90. Id.
91. Id. at 853–54.
92. Thompson, supra note 83, at 41.
93. Id.
94. King-Ries, supra note 4, at 133.
95. Id.
97. Id.
98. Belknap et al., supra note 14, at 379; see Hitt & McLain, supra note 72, at 280.
99. Hitt & McLain, supra note 72, at 280.
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II. CALLER-ID SPOOFING

Caller ID spoofing is a telephone technology which disguises the identity and origin of a telephone call. Generally, when a person places a phone call, the caller’s phone number appears on the caller ID of the receiving phone. The caller’s phone number is also transmitted to the telephone company of the receiving phone and is recorded in the company’s records. Caller ID spoofing replaces a caller’s telephone number with a fake one, so the fake number shows up on a caller ID display. Not only does the fake number appear on the receiving phone’s caller ID, but the fake number appears in the telephone company’s records as well. Thus, caller ID spoofing makes it virtually impossible to trace the origin of a phone call and the identity of the caller. Text message spoofing is also available and functions the same way as caller ID spoofing. Additionally, certain caller ID spoofing applications (apps) have voice-changing capabilities, which can make a male caller sound like a female, further disguising the identity of the caller. The spoofing technology available from SpoofCard, for example, has both telephone number and voice-changing capabilities.

Spoofing was originally intended for persons who work outside their business offices. It permitted them to make calls or send texts that displayed their work phone number instead of the phone number they were actually using, such as a home phone or personal cell phone. But now, spoofing technology is available to everyone. SpoofCard, which is the number one spoofing company, has over three

100. Caller ID and Spoofing: FCC Consumer Facts, supra note 16.
101. Hatfield, supra note 18, at 831–32.
102. Id.
103. Id. The only possible way to try and trace the phone call would be to subpoena the spoofing company; however, this requires knowledge of which company was used, and the spoofer would have had to provide correct identifying information with the company, which is not always necessary in order to use spoofing technology.
107. Brown, supra note 104.
108. Id.
million customers. To obtain caller ID spoofing technology, someone can simply google “caller ID spoofing” for links to several different websites with downloads. Moreover, anyone with an android phone can download a caller ID spoofing app from the Google Play Store. Some spoofing companies, such as SpoofCard, charge for services requiring its consumers to register and purchase credits. Many companies, including Spoofcard and Spoof tel, offer free trials without registration. Alternatively, some apps available at the Google Play Store, such as Caller Id Faker, provide consumers with free minutes. Because spoofing has become more widespread and accessible, abusers have begun using spoofing technology for unlawful purposes.

Caller ID spoofing is used as means for violating orders of protection. It is used to stalk, harass, and simply contact victims, all of which are prohibited by orders of protection under the IDVA. Abusers use caller ID spoofing to harass and stalk their victims in a multitude of ways, such as calling the victims repeatedly. The calls may be of a threatening nature or simply numerous calls and hang-ups at all hours of the day. In some cases, abusers spoof the victim’s number to call the victim multiple times, resulting in the victim’s own number displaying on the caller ID. This gives the impression that the abuser is calling from within the victim’s home, causing the victim to fear for his or her safety. Caller ID spoofing ultimately deceives victims into unknowingly answering calls from their abusers. Ordinarily, victims know which calls to answer and which to avoid; however, when an abuser uses spoofing technology, the victim does not know it is the abuser on the other line. Abusers may use numbers the victim recognizes, such as

---

111. SpoofCard, supra note 106.
114. Brown, supra note 104.
117. “In 2009, for example, a man called three women in the middle of the night claiming that he was inside their houses watching them. He called the women’s cell phones and spoofed their home numbers so that his victims believed he was calling from within the house.” Id.
118. Id.
119. Id. at 839.
telephone numbers of loved ones, tricking victims into answering the calls.

Most alarming is that Caller ID spoofing facilitates abusers’ ability to stalk victims. With caller ID spoofing, abusers can obtain personal information that they otherwise would not have been able to access. One way is through the voice-changing capability of spoofing.120 For example, the abuser can use the voice-changing capability to disguise their voice and call the victim. The abuser could pretend to be a clerk in the courthouse and ask for the victim’s current address. When the telephone number that appears on the victim’s caller ID reflects the courthouse’s telephone number (because the abuser replaced his/her number with the courthouse number through traditional spoofing), the victim willingly discloses his/her address to the “clerk” who is actually the abuser.

Another way abusers can obtain personal information is by using spoofing technology to break into the victim’s voicemail.121 Most cell phone voicemail systems are set up to automatically accept calls from the owner’s cell phone number.122 The abuser can therefore use caller ID spoofing to replace their own number with the victim’s number and then call the victim’s cellphone; the voicemail system recognizes the number as the owner’s and grants the abuser access to the victim’s voicemails.123 This helps abusers intercept calls about court dates or learn information about a victim’s location.

Essentially, caller ID spoofing makes violating orders of protection pretty easy. It gives an abuser the ability to commit acts prohibited by the orders, while helping to protect him or her from liability.124 Because spoofing technology transmits a fake number to the victim’s telephone company, the victim does not have a record directly tying the abuser to the call. When victims try to file complaints for the violation, the lack of evidence makes it nearly impossible to press charges against the abuser and even more difficult to obtain a conviction.

The difficulties presented by telephone spoofing are particularly problematic in the domestic violence context. The lack of prosecutions of violations committed by the use of telephone technology results in

120. SpooFCARD, supra note 106.
121. Brown, supra note 104.
122. Id. at 40.
123. Id.
these violations going unnoticed in a lethality assessment. Prosecuting and making a record of these violations is necessary for the protection of victims because, as noted earlier, studies of domestic violence homicides indicate that 76% of homicides and 85% of attempted homicides are preceded by stalking and harassment. Therefore, the criminal justice system needs to recognize the existence and use of spoofing technology.

III. ADDRESSING AND SOLVING THE CALLER ID SPOOFING PROBLEM

Addressing and solving the problem of violations committed by caller ID spoofing is a multi-step process. First, the criminal justice system must recognize that caller ID spoofing is covered under the IDVA. Once this is realized, law enforcement, prosecutors and the courts can begin using the tools at their disposal to address the evidentiary issues presented by caller ID spoofing.

A. Spoofing and the IDVA

The intent and purposes of the IDVA can be interpreted to encompass violations committed by caller ID spoofing. The statute’s first line states that the “act shall be liberally construed and applied to promote its underlying purposes.” Purposes of the statute include recognizing the seriousness of domestic violence, the history of inefficient response to domestic violence by the legal system, and the fact that inefficient responses to domestic violence continue. Two of the purposes specifically refer to orders of protection: “support[ing] the efforts of victims of domestic violence to avoid further abuse by…diligently enforcing court orders” and “expand[ing] the civil and criminal remedies.” Taking these purposes together only leads to the conclusion that caller ID spoofing can be recognized within the prohibitions and remedies proscribed in the IDVA.

While the statute does not specifically reference telephone technology such as spoofing, the plain language and purpose of that statute can, and should, be interpreted to cover spoofing. For example, telephoning the victim’s workplace, home and residence repeatedly is

---

125. Hitt & McLain, supra note 72, at 280.
126. 750 ILL. COMP. STAT. 60/102.
127. Id. §§ 102(1), (3).
128. Id. §§ 102(4), (6).
conduct presumed to be harassment.\footnote{Id. § 103(7)(i).} Because caller ID spoofing often involves calling a victims phone, “diligently enforcing” the protective orders would include constituting this as a violation.\footnote{Id. § 102(4).} Likewise, caller ID spoofing should be included under the forms of indirect, non-physical contact prohibition in orders of protection. Telephone calls are specifically mentioned, and much of caller ID spoofing involves telephone calls.\footnote{Id. § 103(14.5).} In addition, caller ID spoofing through text messages should be covered because the list of indirect contact is not an all-inclusive list.\footnote{“Stay away” means for the respondent to refrain from both physical presence and non-physical contact with the petitioner whether direct, indirect \textit{(including, but not limited to, telephone calls, mail, email, faxes and written notes)} (emphasis added). Id.}

Furthermore, simple non-harassing or nonthreatening telephone contact via caller ID spoofing should also be covered. While the remedy section titled “stay away order and additional prohibitions” only makes reference to physical contact, in \textit{People v. Olsson}, an Illinois Appellate Court held that “stay away” under section 214(b)(3) does encompass indirect contact.\footnote{People v. Olsson, 780 N.E.2d 816, 819 (Ill. App. Ct. 2002).} In fact, the court stated that a single phone call was enough to constitute a violation.\footnote{Id.} In \textit{Olsson}, the State alleged that the defendant telephoned the victim in violation of the stay away provision under section 214(b)(3) of the IDVA listed in section 12-30 of the Criminal Code.\footnote{Id. at 817–18.} The defendant argued that under the remedies granted by the IDVA, section 214(b)(1) addressed non-physical contact and only to the extent of prohibiting non-physical contact that was harassing in nature.\footnote{Id. at 819.} According to the defendant section 214(b)(3) of the IDVA only prohibited physical contact, and a single telephone call could not violate the order even if the order of protection also stated there was to be no telephone contact.\footnote{H. Joseph Gitlin, \textit{Gitlin on Divorce: A Guide to Illinois Matrimonial Law} § 21-12[a] (Matthew Bender & Co. 3d ed. 2014).} The trial court dismissed the charge, but the appellate court reversed.\footnote{Olsson, 780 N.E.2d. at 817.}

The appellate court held that the interpretation of “stay away” in section 214(b)(3) also covered non-physical contact\footnote{Id. at 819.} and supported
this interpretation by referencing the purposes section of the IDVA.\textsuperscript{140} The appellate court pointed out that the purposes listed in the Act include:

\begin{quote}
[r]ecogniz[ing] domestic violence as a serious crime against the individual and society which produces family disharmony in thousands of Illinois families, promotes a pattern of escalating violence which frequently culminates in intra-family homicide, and creates an emotional atmosphere that is not conducive to healthy childhood development.\textsuperscript{141}
\end{quote}

According to the appellate court,

\begin{quote}
[t]he Illinois Domestic Violence Act would fail in its purpose of protecting family harmony and creating an emotional atmosphere 'conducive to healthy childhood development' if it could not protect an abused person, particularly a minor, from receiving even a single or occasional telephone call from his or her abuser.\textsuperscript{142}
\end{quote}

Therefore, the court held that even one phone call is sufficient to violate the stay away provision of the IDVA.\textsuperscript{143}

In \textit{People v. Leezer}, the court was presented with a similar challenge to a violation of an order of protection.\textsuperscript{144} The court reaffirmed their interpretation in \textit{Olsson} stating, "[W]e interpreted the Act as the legislature instructed us to do, and determined stay-away orders may prohibit a variety of contact, including non-physical contact, when it threatened the purpose of the Act."\textsuperscript{145} Thus, because caller ID spoofing can be included under the definition of indirect contact, which is prohibited under the remedies of the IDVA and threatens the purpose of the Act, any contact via spoofing is an actionable violation of an order of protection.

The court’s use of the legislative intent and purposes of the IDVA in the foregoing decisions is significant. The court referenced that the legislature intended for the Act to be interpreted broadly. Additionally, the court recognized that there are forms of domestic abuse and methods to violate orders of protection that may not be specified under the remedies provided in the IDVA, yet those acts can still be prohibited as long as they further the purposes of the law. Therefore, using the purpose of the IDVA and interpreting the Act broadly, as instructed by the legislature, caller ID spoofing should be recognized as a legitimate vio-
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lation of a protective order whether spoofing is used to stalk, harass or simply contact victims. The remaining issue is the need for the criminal justice system to begin addressing the ways in which to enforce the orders against spoofing and prosecute the violations.

B. Addressing the Evidentiary Issues of Caller ID Spoofing

Presently, one of the only ways to attempt tracing a spoofed call is by subpoenaing the commercial caller ID spoofing company. The problem is that there is no way to know which company is used, and there are at least thirteen different companies with websites offering spoofing services. When a victim reports a situation that suggests an abuser may be using caller ID spoofing technology, prosecutors can begin by subpoenaing as many spoofing companies as possible. But the investigation cannot end there.

Abusers do not always access spoofing services online. Caller ID spoofing can also be committed with phone apps and widgets downloaded to a computer. Some of the apps are offered by companies available online, and the app downloads could be traced through those companies. For example, Spooftel has a desktop application that allows users to access spoofing technology without going through the website. However, some spoofing apps that can be downloaded from the Google Play Store are not connected to one of the online companies. Moreover, some of the spoofing apps allow users to register and login through Facebook accounts. This would make it necessary to search the abuser’s phone and computer for evidence. The search would need to include browser history and download history to determine whether the abuser visited any of the spoofing websites or downloaded an app, as well as searching Facebook accounts. Law enforcement officers and prosecutors would need to work together in order to obtain warrants for these searches.

There is an argument that such measures would not only be costly and timely, but also would be a violation of the abuser’s privacy. How-
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ever, when the cost and benefits of these measures are weighed against each other, the benefits overwhelmingly supersede the costs. First, the cost of subpoenaing several companies is minimal compared to the high reward of producing evidence to prove an abuser violated the order of protection. Second, risk of abuse is minimized because warrants are required for the searches. A magistrate would need to make a determination of whether there is probable cause to believe the abuser has used spoofing technology. Likewise, the scope of searches would be limited to spoofing technology. For example, if the warrant included searching through a Facebook account, the search would be limited to searching through the Facebook account’s applications section.

Any intrusion of privacy is nominal when compared to the interest in prosecuting violations of orders of protection. As mentioned before, when determining lethality in domestic violence relationships, one factor considered is whether the abuser has previously violated any orders of protection. There is a significant need to prosecute and convict abusers who violate orders of protection in order to prevent fatalities. Therefore, the benefit of protecting victims and reducing violence is far greater than the potentially cost to the abusers’ privacy.

The use of subpoenas and warrants would help with the evidentiary problems that arise with caller ID spoofing, but they are in no way the ideal solution. They are not even a guarantee that the necessary evidence will be found. Many companies allow free spoofing trials without registration.151 While a subpoena could result in evidence showing that the victim was spoofed, it might not be able to produce an account that used the victim’s number. Moreover, law enforcement agencies typically lack the “specific training, expertise, and resources” needed for investigations involving technology being used for illegal purposes such as stalking.152 Therefore, the very nature of caller ID spoofing and the difficulties with tracing the technology require a complete ban of spoofing technology and services in order to successfully deal with the problem.
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C. Caller ID Spoofing Regulations

In 2010, Congress passed the Truth in Caller ID Act to regulate caller ID spoofing technology.\(^{153}\) The Act makes it unlawful for any person “to cause any caller identification service to knowingly transmit misleading or inaccurate caller identification information with the intent to defraud, cause harm, or wrongfully obtain anything of value.”\(^{154}\) Caller identification service is defined as “any service or device designed to provide the user of the service or device with the telephone number of, or other information regarding the origination of, a call made using a telecommunications service or IP-enabled voice service.”\(^{155}\) Exemptions to the prohibition include law enforcement agencies and court orders authorizing the use of spoofing technology.\(^{156}\)

The Act specifically outlaws only certain uses of caller ID spoofing due in part to the motivations behind passing the law. The main concern was addressing the use of caller ID spoofing by scammers who use spoofing to trick people into disclosing information such as social security and credit card numbers.\(^{157}\) Another concern was the practice known as “swatting” in which spoofers called police departments resulting in SWAT teams being dispatched to nonexistent emergencies.\(^{158}\) Moreover, only certain uses of caller ID spoofing were prohibited because committee report findings came to the conclusion that there were some beneficial uses to spoofing technology.\(^{159}\) For example, the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation indicated that victims at domestic violence shelters might need to make certain calls to their abusers, requiring the use of spoofing technology to protect the location and safety of victims.\(^{160}\)

Several states have attempted to enact their own laws regulating caller ID spoofing.\(^{161}\) In 2011, an anti-spoofing bill was proposed to the
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Illinois House of Representatives. 162 The bill created the offense of Caller ID Spoofing. 163 According to the bill:
   a person commits the offense when he or she, in connection with any telecommunication service or voice over Internet protocol (VoIP) service, knowingly causes any caller identification service to transmit misleading or inaccurate caller identification information with the intent to deceive, defraud, mislead, harass, cause emotional distress, or wrongfully obtain anything of value. 164 This bill prohibited spoofing to deceive, mislead, and cause emotional distress in addition to what is already prohibited by the Truth in Caller ID Act. 165 However, the proposed bill never made it into law. 166 States that did enact caller ID spoofing laws, such as Mississippi and Florida, included similar prohibitions on spoofing that deceive or mislead. 167 Prohibiting spoofing that misleads gives the statutes the effect of outlawing all caller ID spoofing since the very nature of spoofing is to mislead the called party. 168

However, the future of state anti-spoofing laws is uncertain, as some laws have been struck down in federal court. For example, in 2009, a Florida district court struck down the Florida’s law prohibiting caller ID spoofing. 169 Teltech Systems, Inc., the parent company of SpoofCard, 170 filed a complaint alleging that the Florida law violated the Commerce Clause. 171 Teltech argued that it had no way of knowing the called party resided in Florida if the number being called did not have a Florida area code; therefore, the company “could not conduct its business in any state without fear of violating the Florida Act.” 172 The district court agreed with Teltech’s argument and held that the Florida Act violated the Commerce Clause because it had the effect of regulating commerce outside of Florida. 173 Likewise, in 2012, the Fifth Circuit
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Court of Appeals struck down the Mississippi Caller ID Anti-Spoofing Act on the same grounds.\textsuperscript{174}

It appears that any regulation of caller ID spoofing can only proceed at the federal level. And in spite of the enactment of the Truth in Caller ID Act by Congress, caller ID spoofing technology continues to be used for illegitimate purposes. The fact that the technology remains readily available to the public makes it impossible for caller ID spoofing to be adequately regulated by the government. The only way to protect victims and to ensure spoofing technology does not fall into the hands of abusers is by completely banning the use of caller ID spoofing and shutting down all spoofing providers.

\textit{D. A Call for Legislation Banning Caller ID Spoofing Technology}

While the claims of beneficial uses of caller ID spoofing may have some legitimacy, the Truth in Caller ID Act does not adequately respond to illegitimate uses of spoofing resulting from the continued availability of this technology.\textsuperscript{175} The fact remains that abusers continue to access this technology to harass and stalk their victims. Likewise, the evidentiary issues surrounding spoofing technology continue. The only way to solve the evidentiary issues involved when enforcing orders of protection and prosecuting violations is to eliminate all access to spoofing technology and shut down the service providers. Shutting down caller ID spoofing service providers will help protect victims of domestic violence from further abuse and harm that caller ID spoofing enables.

It has been proposed that to better regulate caller ID spoofing, and keep the technology available for “legitimate” purposes, the federal government should “promulgate regulations to help law enforcement trace illegitimate users and create a Do-Not-Spoof list.”\textsuperscript{176} The proposal to help law enforcement trace illegitimate users calls for regulations “specify[ing] what information must be kept by spoofing companies, the period of time such records must be kept, and the penalties that should be imposed for failure to keep such records.”\textsuperscript{177} However, this regulation would not address one of the main issues with tracing caller ID spoofing—figuring out which spoofing provider and/or application
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was used by the spoofer. There are numerous spoofing companies and applications available. Before law enforcement can efficiently subpoena records, they have to figure out which company to subpoena.

A “Do-Not-Spoof List” was also proposed, and while such a list could be useful, the implementation does not seem feasible or likely. The proposal suggests mandating that all caller ID companies maintain a shared “Do-Not-Spoof list,” as well as share the costs of maintaining such a list. It would require that individuals contact the spoofing companies directly to be placed on the lists. Additionally, the proposal suggests that sanctions should be imposed if a company fails to honor a request to be placed on the list. However, it is difficult to envision separate companies working together for the creation of a “Do-Not-Spoof List” and to place reliance on each other to avoid any sanctions or liability.

Moreover, a “Do-Not-Spoof List” might not withstand a constitutional challenge. In 2003, Congress enacted the “Do-Not-Call” Implementation Act, which prohibited telemarketers from calling phone numbers listed on a nationwide do-not-call registry. The law was upheld in federal court on the grounds it was a permissible regulation of commercial speech. In the case of caller ID spoofing, the caller ID spoofing companies are not the ones using the technology to place calls, but rather private individuals. In order to regulate speech, many considerations come into play, such as defining the category of speech to be regulated. While an in-depth discussion on speech is outside of the scope of this article, it must be noted that determining the category of speech in this instance would likely be an impossible task. Telemarketers place calls for commercial purposes; thus, it is easy to define their speech as commercial speech. However, individuals using caller ID spoofing cannot be placed into one category. This makes the creation and implementation of a “Do-Not-Spoof List” very implausible.
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Even if caller ID spoofing becomes easier to trace and the evidentiary issues are reduced, the fact remains that the technology places victims of domestic violence at risk. Victims already face danger the moment they separate from their abusers. Homicide rates are high for victims who have left the relationship, and, as noted earlier, "more than half of the men who killed their spouses did so when the partners were separated." Caller ID spoofing technology enables abusers to continue to stalk and harass victims after the separation, behaviors that are precursors to more violent and lethal behavior. Again, studies of domestic violence homicides indicate that stalking and harassment precede 76% of homicides and 85% of attempted homicides.

Domestic violence advocacy groups have also spoken out against caller ID spoofing. The Women’s Resource Center responded to a press release issued by the caller ID spoofing company SpoofEm, which implied that the Women’s Resource Center and other Georgia domestic violence shelters endorsed spoofing technology. The center vehemently denied any endorsement of spoofing technology stating that caller ID spoofing technology can actually be “extremely dangerous” for victims of domestic violence because it allows abusers to harass and stalk victims as well as violate orders of protection. Furthermore, the center acknowledged that more abusers take advantage of caller ID spoofing to harass and intimidate than victims use it to protect their privacy.

In spite of the “legitimate” uses of caller ID spoofing technology, allowing individuals to access caller ID spoofing does far more harm than good. The protection afforded by orders of protection is useless if caller ID spoofing can easily undermine it. And the fight against domestic violence cannot prevail if society allows abusers to access technology that enables them to more easily abuse and harm their victims. Caller ID spoofing is a weapon that should not be accessible to the public, and the government should not allow it to be accessible. While it is true that technological advancements create benefits, in the case of
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caller ID spoofing, the benefits are outweighed by the accompanying dangers. If victims have access to the technology, their abusers do as well.192 “Abusers are getting more sophisticated...in our digital age, [they] have learned to use technology to further harm and control their victims,”193 and caller ID spoofing is no exception. Abusers use caller ID spoofing technology to inflict injury on victims by “track[ing] their every movement, obliterate[ing] their privacy, and maintain[ing] an even tighter vise of control than ever.”194 Therefore, a complete ban on all caller ID spoofing technology and service providers is the only real way to combat domestic violence.

IV. Conclusion

It would be a lie to suggest that domestic violence could ever be eradicated. But great strides can be made to further protect and secure the safety of domestic violence victims. Caller ID spoofing technology is a weapon abusers use to maintain control and continuously injure their victims. Orders of protection, a legal remedy to help domestic violence victims regain control and power over their lives, are virtually useless against caller ID spoofing. Until legislation is enacted to ban spoofing all together and make all spoofing technology unavailable, the only course of action is for the criminal justice system to recognize its existence, understand how abusers use it to harm victims, and actively investigate and prosecute violations committed with spoofing technology.

Every year in the United States, approximately 1.3 million women and 835,000 men are assaulted by an intimate partner.195 One in four women experience domestic violence at some point in their lifetime.196 Caller ID spoofing only makes it easier for domestic violence and abuse to continue.
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